One purpose of integrating voice interfaces into embedded vehicle systems is to reduce drivers' visual and manual distractions with 'infotainment' technologies. However, there is scant research on actual benefits in production vehicles or how different interface designs affect attentional demands. Driving performance, visual engagement, and indices of workload (heart rate, skin conductance, subjective ratings) were assessed in 80 drivers randomly assigned to drive a 2013 Chevrolet Equinox or Volvo XC60. The Chevrolet MyLink system allowed completing tasks with one voice command, while the Volvo Sensus required multiple commands to navigate the menu structure. When calling a phone contact, both voice systems reduced visual demand relative to the visual-manual interfaces, with reductions for drivers in the Equinox being greater. The Equinox 'one-shot' voice command showed advantages during contact calling but had significantly higher error rates than Sensus during destination address entry. For both secondary tasks, neither voice interface entirely eliminated visual demand.
Introduction
Manufacturers are equipping vehicles with embedded systems that allow occupants to interact with entertainment, communication and driver support systems built into the vehicle (e.g. radio, navigation) and connected portable devices (e.g. cell phones, MP3 players). Increasingly, embedded systems allow occupants to interact with different functions or devices with voice commands in addition to traditional visual-manual interactions using buttons, knobs or a touch screen. A perceived advantage of voice inputs compared with manual inputs is that they eliminate or reduce the competition for visual and manual resources between a secondary activity and the primary task of driving. Therefore, voice interfaces have been widely considered as an appealing approach for giving drivers access to a range of entertainment and connectivity options while minimising the potential impact on driving performance and safety. At the same time, there remains a concern that performing any secondary task can increase crash risk, and some caution that adding even easy-to-use interfaces may raise the total amount of attention drivers give to non-driving tasks. Regardless, a deeper understanding of the various demands originating from drivers' interactions with voice interfaces is needed to more objectively optimise tasks in which drivers engage and to identify tasks that can lead to an inappropriate level of disruption in driving.
The apparent benefits of using voice inputs to interact with a device while driving compared with manual inputs are well documented in experimental research using various simulated driving performance measures. For instance, the standard deviations of lane position and reaction time are not as degraded relative to baseline driving, and may be less than baseline driving, when drivers perform a secondary auditory-vocal task vs. a secondary visual-manual task (e.g. Haigney, Taylor, and Westerman 2000; Maciej and Vollrath 2009; Ranney, Harbluk, and Noy 2005; Tsimhoni, Smith, and Green 2004) . Schreiner, Blanco, and Hankey (2004) have shown parallel findings with a simulated voice system on a closed roadway. Drivers also look away from the roadway less often and for less time during voice interactions (Chiang, Brooks, and Weir 2005; Mehler et al. 2014; Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks, 2010; OPEN ACCESS in a 2010 Lincoln MKS. While driving on an interstate highway, drivers used voice commands in a set of navigation, phone calling and entertainment tasks. As comparison points, drivers also manually changed radio stations using preset buttons, engaged in a more intensive visual-manual reference task of locating specific radio stations that required multiple button presses and rotation of the tuning knob, and completed several levels of a working memory cognitive reference task. In line with the studies cited above that showed some advantages for voice command systems, drivers looked away from the roadway less when using the voice interface to select a radio station than when using the multi-step manual radio tuning interface. On the other hand, compared with multi-step manual radio tuning, drivers looked away from the roadway for substantially longer periods of time when using voice inputs to enter a destination address into the navigation system or attempted to select a song that did not exist in the entertainment system. noted that the user interface for voice input presented information on the centre console display (e.g. voice command options, street or city name selection options), which inherently provides a reason to look at the screen.
Together, the findings from these on-road studies suggest that, compared with manual interaction, voice interaction with embedded and portable systems can reduce visual demand as intended, but do not necessarily eliminate it. Some voice interactions appear to result in moderate to large visual engagement when considered in terms of metrics such as glance time to device or total eyes-off-road time that have been used or proposed for evaluating visual-manual interfaces (Driver Focus-Telematics Working Group 2006; NHTSA 2013).
Variation across system implementations
However, the designs of embedded systems vary, and some interface designs may be more effective at minimising visual demand than others. Reagan and Kidd (2013) used hierarchical task analysis to count the steps required to dial a 10-digit phone number, dial a contact in a cell phone contact book and tune to a radio station to identify differences in the manual and voice interfaces of four embedded systems in 2013 model year vehicles. Two distinct design approaches for voice interactions emerged from this static evaluation. The first was a menu-based approach where tasks were completed using contextual voice commands to progress through a series of menus and submenus, often mimicking the sequence of manual inputs required to complete the task. The second was a 'one-shot' approach where a single compound command was used to execute most or all of the tasks in a single step.
As initially observed in Reagan and Kidd (2013) , the differences in these two approaches were most apparent between the Chevrolet MyLink and Volvo Sensus systems. For example, calling a contact in the phone book could be performed using a single voice command with the Chevrolet MyLink (e.g. 2013; Schreiner, Blanco, and Hankey, 2004; Shutko et al. 2009 ). Attempts to use voice interactions as a means of reducing the amount of time that a driver's eyes are directed away from the road are easily understood. In studies of small samples of drivers who were continuously monitored over an extended period of time, the risk of a crash, near-crash, or other type of safety conflict increased the longer the driver's eyes were off the road (e.g. Klauer et al. 2006) . Thus, systems that allow drivers to look away from the roadway less often may degrade safety less. However, experimental research also indicates that some voice interactions affect driving performance in ways that could increase crash risk. Speech generation, speech comprehension and even simple cognitive tasks can affect simulated driving performance (e.g. speed variability, lane maintenance) and mental workload, especially when the information is complex or poorly implemented within the vehicle (e.g. Blanco et al. 2006 ; Kubose et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2001; Strayer et al. 2013 ).
On-road research with production voice systems compared with visual-manual interaction
Although the potential benefits of voice-based interactions compared with visual-manual interactions are well documented in simulated or prototype implementations (see previous section and reviews by Barón and Green (2006) , Lo and Green (2013) , and , only a few studies have examined whether these benefits exist with production-level embedded systems (e.g. Graham and Carter 2000; Harbluk et al. 2007; Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks 2011; Shutko et al. 2009) , and even fewer have examined the use of production systems on actual roadways. Chiang, Brooks, and Weir (2005) conducted two studies where drivers entered a destination into a navigation system using a point-of-interest selection, the destination's phone number or the street address with similar built-in navigation systems in a 2004 Accord and 2005 Acura RL. Participants completed the destination entry tasks using voice or manual inputs while driving on city streets and a freeway. Drivers spent a smaller percentage of time looking at the navigation system interface, had less variability in lane keeping performance, and reported lower subjective ratings of mental workload using voice inputs compared with manual inputs. In another on-road study, Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks (2010) reported that using the embedded voice interface of the Ford SYNC® system to complete several infotainment tasks lowered drivers' visual demand, steering variability and subjective mental workload relative to using a portable hand-held cell phone. Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks (2010) did not examine performance during manual interactions with the vehicle's embedded system or voice interactions with the cell phone.
In a series of studies, Reimer, Mehler, and colleagues ) also examined Ford SYNC® and an embedded navigation system the driver saying 'Call home' , which resulted in the system response, 'calling home on cell' and initiation of the phone call). The same task required four separate voice commands with the Volvo Sensus as the user moved through different menus and verified previous commands (e.g. to call 'home' a driver said 'Phone, call contact'; waited for the system prompt 'name please'; said the contact name 'home'; waited for the system prompt, 'please say a line number'; said 'one'; waited for the system prompt 'dial home mobile -confirm: yes or no'; and then said 'yes' , after which Sensus made the call). Calling a contact with the Volvo Sensus took more steps when using voice inputs than when using manual inputs. Furthermore, many of the system prompts asked the driver to look at the centre stack display to choose among options for the contact (e.g. home, cell, work) or to confirm input, and the prompt asking for a line number always occurred whether the contact ('home' in the example here) had one or multiple line numbers. This integration of visual information to support the voice interface was similar to that noted by in their initial evaluation of the Ford SYNC® system. Providing visual information to support voice input may help alleviate the cognitive demand associated with memorising and recalling voice commands, or an auditory list of options. However, it is unclear whether and to what extent safety or other trade-offs are associated with reducing cognitive demand at the expense of increased visual demand.
While calling a contact in the phone book with Chevrolet MyLink required fewer voice commands than Volvo Sensus, MyLink required a deeper understanding of system operation in that it did not provide as much prompting, visual support or confirmation, which could potentially result in more calling errors. The cognitive demand associated with recalling complex voice commands might negate the benefits associated with reducing overall task duration and the potential for visual engagement. Previous research has shown that cognitive demand from a secondary task can interfere with visual information processing (Just, Keller, and Cynkar 2008; Strayer, Drews, and Johnston 2003) and constrict visual scanning patterns (Recarte and Nunes 2000; Reimer et al. 2012) .
A recent study by Garay-Vega et al. (2010) found that the differences between a menu-based voice interface and oneshot voice interface are not negligible. Drivers completed a music retrieval task using an iPod™, a multiple turn voice interface (i.e. menu-based voice interface), and a single turn voice interface (i.e. one-shot voice interface) during simulated driving. The task took longer to complete using the multiple turn voice interface. Furthermore, only the single turn voice interface reduced the average time that drivers had their eyes off the road compared with the iPod™. The multiple turn voice interface was also perceived to be more demanding than the single turn interface.
In sum, naturalistic driving research indicates increased risk of safety-critical events from the visual and manual demands of in-vehicle secondary tasks (Fitch et al. 2013; Klauer et al. 2006; Victor et al. 2014) . Research also indicates that voice interfaces reduce workload and visual attentional demand relative to visual-manual interfaces (e.g. Chiang, Brooks, and Weir 2005; Haigney, Taylor, and Westerman 2000; Mehler et al. 2014; Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks 2010; Shutko et al. 2009 ). However, recent research indicates that voice-based interactions may introduce noticeable visual demand (e.g. Mehler et al. 2014; and that some voiced interface designs can increase perceived workload and visual demand when driving in a simulator relative to others (e.g. GarayVega et al. 2010) . These findings support concerns that distraction can remain (depending upon implementation), despite the use of voice-based systems and led to the task analysis by Reagan and Kidd (2013), described above, and to the study reported here.
Objectives and approach
A primary objective of the current study was to compare the relative demands of production implementations of primarily visual-manual vs. voice-involved human-machine interfaces intended to allow completion of the same end-goal task while driving by considering the effects on driving performance, visual demand and indices of mental workload (heart rate, skin conductance and subjective ratings). Of equal interest was an exploration of the significance of differing design approaches to voice-based systems (e.g. a one-shot vs. multi-step entry). A 2013 Chevrolet Equinox equipped with the MyLink system and a 2013 Volvo XC60 equipped with Sensus served as test case exemplars of these two system designs in the research reported here.
Volunteer drivers drove either the Chevrolet or Volvo on a highway while initiating calls through a phone contact list using voice and manual inputs and entering addresses into the navigation system using voice input with the vehicle's embedded system and a mounted smartphone. In the case of phone calling, using voice inputs of the embedded systems was expected to degrade driving performance less, reduce visual demand and lower workload levels compared with performing these tasks manually. Based on the task analysis by Reagan and Kidd (2013) , the relative benefits of using voice input compared with manual input were expected to be greater for drivers using the Chevrolet MyLink. However, the absence of verification steps with MyLink was expected to increase the number of errors using voice inputs for complex tasks such as address entry.
Methods

Participants
Participants were identified primarily using online and newspaper advertisements in the greater Boston area. Recruitment was directed at obtaining a sample of relatively healthy and (SCL) signals, video cameras and a wide-area microphone to capture driver speech and audio from the vehicle's speech system. The five video cameras provided views intended to capture the driver's face for primary glance behaviour analysis, the driver's interactions with the vehicle's steering wheel and centre console, the forward roadway (narrow and wide-angle images) and a rear roadway view. Data were captured at 10 Hz for the CAN bus and GPS, 30 Hz for the face and narrow forward roadway cameras, 15 Hz for the remaining cameras and 250 Hz for the physiological signals to support EKG feature extraction for heartbeat interval detection.
For EKG recordings, the skin was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol and standard pre-gelled silver/silver chloride disposable electrodes (Vermed A10005, 7% chloride wet gel) applied using a modified lead II configuration that placed the negative lead just under the right clavicle, the ground just under the left clavicle and the positive lead over the lowest left rib. Skin conductance was measured utilising a constant current configuration and non-polarising, low impedance gold-plated electrodes that allowed electrodermal recording without the use of conductive gel. Sensors were attached with medical grade paper tape on the underside of the outer segments of the middle fingers of the left hand to leave the right hand free for engaging the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel of each vehicle and controls on the instrument cluster. The thin surface design of the electrodermal sensors minimised interference with a natural grip of the steering wheel associated with the use of more traditional cup style electrodes.
Secondary tasks
Calling a phone contact
A phone list of 108 contacts was used for all phone calling tasks. Characteristics of how each system organised information were taken into consideration so that neither system was disadvantaged. The list was ordered by first name and entries started with A and ranged through R so that all target selections could be reached through a comparable number of manual actions in each system. There were 18 names in each of 6 alphanumeric ranges corresponding to the bin organisation used in the Chevrolet MyLink manual interface (ABC, DEF, GHI, JKL, MNO, PQRS, TUV and WXYZ).
Calling a phone contact was presented as a sequence of two 'easy' and two 'hard' tasks. The easy tasks were calling a contact with only one phone number entry (Mary Sanders and Carol Harris). The hard tasks were calling a contact with two phone numbers (e.g. home and mobile). For these contacts (Pat Griffin on mobile and Frank Scott at work), the target phone was never the first listing so that simply requesting the contact name alone would not dial the correct number. The form of the easy task prompt was 'Your task is to call Mary Sanders. Begin' . The form of the hard task prompt was 'Your task is to call Frank Scott at work. Begin' . The contacts were the same across the manual and voice interface interactions so that any aspect/characteristic of a particular contact name experienced drivers. Participants were required to be between the ages of 20 and 69, have been licensed for a minimum of 3 years, and self-report driving at least 3 times a week and being in relatively good health for their age. Also based on self-report, individuals were excluded if they were a driver in a police-reported crash in the past year, were positive for any of a range of serious medical conditions (e.g. a major illness resulting in hospitalisation in the past 6 months, a diagnosis of Parkinson's disease, a history of stroke) or were taking medications that might impair their ability to drive safely under the study conditions (e.g. anti-convulsants, anti-psychotics, medications causing drowsiness).
Recruitment continued until a sample of 80 participants with usable driving performance, glance and physiological data, and equally balanced across the two vehicles by gender and age was obtained. The target age distribution was in general conformity with the recommendations for device assessment in NHTSA's (2013) Visual-Manual Driver Distraction Guidelines for In-Vehicle Electronic Devices, which call for an equal number of participants across four age groups (18-24, 25-39, 40-54, 55 and older) . In line with recruitment goals, participant age did not vary significantly by gender or vehicle (both F(1,79) = 0.949) (see Table 1 ); the sample ranged in age from 20 to 66 years. Recruitment procedures and the overall experimental protocol were approved by MIT's institutional review board, and compensation of $75 was provided.
Apparatus
Participants drove one of two standard production vehicles, a 2013 Chevrolet Equinox equipped with the MyLink system and a 2013 Volvo XC60 equipped with the Sensus system. Both vehicles were equipped with forward collision warning and lane departure warning safety systems. Phone connectivity was supported by pairing a Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphone (model SCH-1545) to each vehicle's embedded system via the vehicle's Bluetooth wireless interface. Both vehicles were instrumented with a custom data acquisition system for time synchronised recording of vehicle information from the controller area network (CAN) bus, a Garmin 18X Global Positioning System (GPS) unit, a MEDAC System/3™ physiological monitoring unit to provide EKG and skin conductance level 
Entering an address into the navigation system
Participants were asked to enter three addresses into each navigation system: (1) 177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts; (2) 293 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts; and (3) their home address. The form of the prompt was 'Your task is to enter the destination address: 177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts. Begin' . The first two addresses also were printed in large black text on a white card attached to the centre of the steering wheel to minimise any cognitive load of needing to memorise and hold the address in memory during the duration of the interaction with the navigation system. This card was in place throughout the drive so that participants were exposed to the addresses for a minimum of 40 min prior to being asked to enter them into the system. Address entry with MyLink was initiated by pressing the 'push-to-talk' button and saying the command 'navigation' . After prompting the driver for a navigation command, the system was flexible in terms of command syntax, accepting variations including 'destination address' , 'enter address' and simply 'address' . The full address could then be entered as a single verbal string in the form '177 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts' . If the system was able to parse the string into component parts that was interpreted as a unique address at a high confidence level, there was no confirmation step and navigation instructions were initiated. If multiple potential targets were identified, they were presented auditorily and visually to be selected by verbalising an option number.
Address entry using Sensus supported the compound but specific command, 'navigate go to address' to select address entry. In contrast to the single string 'one shot' approach of MyLink, Sensus prompted the user for the component parts of the address in steps, i.e. city name, street name and street number were entered separately. Recovery from a user error or system misidentification at each step required little familiarity with the system as the prompt for each step offered the option of returning to a previous step, e.g. 'please say the house number in single digits or say correction' . If the street number was correctly identified, the driver was prompted to say 'finish' . An additional confirmation step prompted the driver to say 'enter destination' to proceed with initiating navigation. If the system identified multiple potential targets, a list of options was shown on the centre stack display screen and the system prompted the driver to 'say a line number or say not on list' .
Instructions on task prioritisation
Participants were instructed several times (in the written consent form, by recorded instructions and through direct prompting by the research associate in the vehicle) that priority should be given to safe driving. Recorded instructions presented just prior to starting the drive stated the following:
When you reach I-495 and have had a few minutes of driving on that highway, short recorded prompts will tell you what task we would like you to consider trying. When you hear that might influence the relative difficulty was constant (e.g. alphabetic location). As previously noted, a detailed description of the operations and resources required to dial a contact using the MyLink and Sensus systems is provided in Reagan and Kidd (2013) . The key elements of each approach as they relate to the tasks used in this study follow.
Calling a contact using the MyLink visual-manual interface had the most discrete steps and began by locating and selecting the phone subsystem, followed by selecting the alphanumeric bin (e.g. ABC, DEF) containing the target contact. For contacts with a single phone number (easy case), the contact name was then selected from the list. In the case of two numbers for a contact name (hard case), both numbers appeared sequentially in the same list (i.e. Frank Scott work, Frank Scott home) and the target option was selected. Calling a contact using the Sensus visual-manual interface required the user to select the phone subsystem and then scroll through the upper level of the contact list to the appropriate contact name using a rotary knob on the centre console. In the case of contacts with a single phone number (easy case), pressing an 'OK' button initiated the call. For contacts with multiple numbers (hard case), pressing the button brought up a submenu listing the phone numbers for that contact. The rotary dial was again used to locate the desired selection and the 'OK' button was pressed.
In contrast to manual calling, the MyLink voice interface required few steps. After pressing the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel, the driver could initiate both the easy and hard tasks in a single command string (i.e. 'call Mary Sanders' , 'call Pat Griffin on mobile'). No confirmation step was required if the system had confidence in the identification of the selection. This kept the interaction brief but meant the driver had to interrupt call initiation if a recognition error occurred. The voice implementation in the Sensus system more closely mirrored the multi-level menu structure used in the manual interface and asked for confirmation of selections. In specific, after pressing the push-to-talk button on the steering wheel, the driver could issue the compound command 'Phone call contact' to access the phone list and then say 'Mary Sanders' . The entry list would then appear on the display screen, and the driver was asked to say a line number and then asked to confirm the selection. In the case of multiple phone numbers for the contact, a second level menu would appear showing the options. The driver selected from this listing verbally and then confirmed the selection.
Each phone number associated with a target contact connected with a voicemail recording that confirmed the contact identity and stated that the phone call could now be disconnected. If the target contact was not reached, the call connected to a voicemail indicating that the MIT AgeLab had been reached and the phone call could now be disconnected. This provided auditory confirmation to the participant and research associate as to whether the target contact had been correctly selected or not.
tions with the embedded systems. Findings considering interactions with the Smartphone are presented in a companion report (Reimer et al. 2015) ; however, a description of when participants were trained and assessed on both the smartphone and embedded systems is included in the following summary of the study procedures to provide a complete overview of the larger study.
Procedure
Participants reviewed and signed an informed consent, and a structured face-to-face interview confirmed eligibility that was initially established via phone or online screening. A questionnaire covering demographic information, attitudes towards driving, and technology experience was completed, an explanation of the workload rating scale provided, and physiological sensors were attached.
Participants were escorted to the research vehicle, instructed on how to adjust the seat and mirrors, asked to back up the vehicle and then return to the parking space to obtain an initial feel for the vehicle, and encouraged to make additional adjustments for comfort and visibility as desired. Participants were trained in the parking lot in the use of the system (embedded or smartphone) to which they were assigned for the first half of the drive. Training began with manual phone calling, followed by voice phone calling and then by voice destination address entry. Participants were trained to use the relevant rotary knobs on each vehicle's centre stack. The Chevrolet had a touch screen interface that could be used to complete selection tasks as an alternative to pressing the rotary knob; similarly, the Volvo had a thumb wheel on the steering wheel that could be used as an alternative method for scrolling through lists and making selections. Although they were not trained to use these alternative methods, participants were allowed to use the method if they discovered and preferred its use over the rotary centre stack knob. For the embedded vehicle systems, following the approach taken in and Mehler et al. (2014) , the default factory settings for the vehicle voice interfaces were used. Moreover, participants were given guidance on the use of shortcut command options to reduce the number of steps required to complete tasks. As an example, to use the voice interface in the Sensus system, calls could be placed by saying the upper level command 'Phone' , waiting for a response and then saying 'Call Contact' . During training, participants were told 'Calls can be placed by speaking the command "Phone Call Contact"; you can also use the shorter command, "Call Contact"' . The remainder of the training interaction then focused on the shorter version.
As just described, training focused on providing participants with guidance on an efficient method of completing the tasks, while not constraining them to a fixed set of steps (beyond using the voice or manual interface at specified times) if the interface allowed multiple ways of accomplishing the task. Allowing participants to select an alternate method these prompts, please do not start a task until you hear the word 'begin' . While we would like you to consider doing each task, you should always give priority to safe driving. If you feel for any reason that a task will interfere with your ability to drive safely, delay starting the task until you feel it is safe to do so or skip the task entirely if you feel that is the best thing to do. Your safety, and the safety of other people around you, is the highest priority. Please also be aware that you will be responsible for paying for any citations that you might be issued for traffic regulation violations. If at any time you feel uncomfortable driving the vehicle or in your ability to drive safely, please let the research associate know how you are feeling and they will confer with you about pulling off the roadway at the nearest safe location.
Experimental design
Gender-and age-balanced samples were distributed across the Chevrolet and Volvo vehicles (see Table 1 ). As represented schematically in Figure 1 and further detailed in Section 2.6 on procedure, participants were presented with the phone calling tasks to be undertaken using a voice-based interface and a visual-manual interface and presented with addresses to enter into a voice-based navigation interface. While the present report focuses on the use of embedded vehicle systems to engage in these tasks, participants were also presented with the same tasks to be accomplished using a smartphone. Within each vehicle group, random assignment was made to either an 'embedded vehicle system' or a 'smartphone' first condition. Within each condition, random assignment determined whether voice-based or manual phone calling was presented first. Consequently, any advantage of being presented with the same contact to dial a second time was balanced across the modalities. The address entry tasks were always presented between the two methods of phone calling.
In sum, across 6 distinct task periods, each participant was presented a total of 22 secondary tasks, 11 during the southbound segment using either the embedded or smartphone device (4 manual phone calling trials, 3 address entry trials and 4 voice calling trials) and then repeated the same 11 tasks during the northbound segment using the alternate device. As noted above, this study focuses on the participants' interac- completing the entire route. Total contact time for the study including intake and debrief was typically about 4 h.
Dependent measures
Self-reported workload
Subjective workload ratings were obtained using a single global rating per secondary task type on a scale consisting of 21 equally spaced dots oriented horizontally along a 10-cm line with the numbers 0 through 10 equally spaced below the dots and end points labelled 'Low' and 'High' on the left and right, respectively. The rating scales for all the secondary tasks were presented on one sheet, allowing participants to rate the tasks relative to each other. Participants were instructed to 'circle a point along each scale that best corresponds to how much workload you felt was involved in trying to do each task. Workload is best defined by the person doing the task and may involve mental effort, the amount of attention required, physical effort, time pressure, distraction, or frustration associated with trying to do the task while continuing to drive safely' . Previous work (Beckers et al. 2014; Dopart et al. 2013 ) using this approach produced ratings across user interface tasks that were consistent with relative rankings obtained concurrently using the NASA-Task Load Index (Hart 2006; Hart and Staveland 1988) , one of the most widely used subjective workload assessment scales. In this regard, Hendy, Hamilton, and Landry (1993) provide a useful consideration of the sensitivity of simple univariate workload scales relative to multifactor scales when the goal is to obtain an overall workload rating.
Task completion time
The time it takes to complete a task has often been used as one measure of demand/usability (e.g. Hornbaek and Law 2007; Nielsen and Levy 1994) . Task duration has been considered in the automotive literature, particularly within the context of navigation entry tasks in evaluation of driver-interface usability and safety (e.g. Green 1994 Green , 1999a Green , 1999b . Existing industry guidance in the form of SAE standard J2364 (SAE 2004) recommends a maximum total task time of 15 s under static testing conditions for driver information systems that incorporate manual controls and visual displays; the guidelines explicitly state that this does not apply to voice-activated controls. The manner in which task duration is best interpreted in the context of voice-involved systems is largely an open question. In the current study, task completion time was calculated as the time between the end of a prompt to begin a task and completion of the task, which could involve successful completion (e.g. participant uttered the command to initiate a call to the specified contact), unsuccessful completion (e.g. participant uttered the command to initiate a call when it was not the specified contact) or failure at the point where the experimenter halted the trial (e.g. participant attempted to restart the full task for a third time, participant continued to (e.g. touching a selection on-screen rather than pressing the rotary control) if it felt more comfortable to them was seen as an approach that made task performance more naturalistic. This approach does diverge from an assessment that is specifically aimed at quantifying the demand associated with an exact sequence of steps as might be done in testing whether a specific method of completing a task meets the NHTSA (2013) voluntary guidelines.
Participants with the Volvo Sensus system were taken through the voice calibration procedure, which is intended to tune the voice recognition system to participants' pronunciation based on a set of command relevant words; the Chevrolet MyLink system did not offer this feature. Orientation and training consisted of recorded instructions to provide consistency, supplemented with guidance by a research associate to clarify details and answer questions as needed. Participants were encouraged to repeat tasks until they felt comfortable to proceed. The orientation/training period typically ranged between 15 and 30 min, with a mean of approximately 20 min.
Then participants drove the vehicle on actual roadways in and around the greater Boston area. A driving adaptation period of approximately 30 min took place prior to the start of the formal assessment. The route consisted of approximately 10 min of urban driving from MIT to interstate highway I-93 and approximately 20 min north on I-93 to I-495. For the portions used in this study, I-495 is a divided interstate that is largely surrounded by forest with three traffic lanes in each direction with lane widths of 15 feet (3.62 m). The posted speed limit is 65 mph (104.6 kph).
Presentation of the secondary tasks with the first assigned system interface (smartphone or embedded system) occurred while driving south on I-495 (see Figure 1) . At the end of this southbound segment, a break was taken at a highway rest stop where participants completed workload and other ratings for the tasks just completed. They were then trained on the alternate interface (smartphone or embedded) for the same set of secondary tasks. Assessment of the alternate interface then took place during the second half of the drive as participants proceeded north on I-495. Most participants took approximately 35-40 min to drive each segment (north and south) (70-80 min combined).
The difficulty of the phone tasks was presented within each voice or manual period in the following order: easy, easy, hard, hard (see Section 2.3.1). This was intended to provide participants additional familiarity with the interface before assessing the harder task trials. Between individual trials, there was an interval of 30 s after the research associate recorded the completion of a task and the recorded instructions began for the next. A separation period of at least 3 min was provided following the end of one group of related tasks and the next period (e.g. between phone calling and address entry). Workload ratings for the second segment of the drive were completed along with a post-experimental questionnaire after Eye orientation measures were quantified following ISO standards (ISO 15007-1 2002; ISO 15007-2 2001) with a glance to a region of interest defined to include the transition time to that object. In the manual coding of video images, the timing of glance is labelled from the first video frame illustrating movement to a 'new' location of interest to the last video frame prior to movement to a 'new' location. A recent analysis of driver glances to the centre stack and other low-angle glances collected under the variable lighting conditions of real-world highway driving compared automated region of interest classification from commercial eye tracking equipment with video recordings . The comparison found a high percentage of missing or inaccurate classifications in the automated output. Therefore, glance data for the current study were manually coded based on video of the driver following the taxonomy and procedures outlined in Reimer et al. (2013, Appendix G) . Software, now available as open source (Reimer, Gruevski, and Couglin 2014) , allowed for rapid frame-by-fame review and coding. Each task period of interest was independently coded by two evaluators. Discrepancies between the evaluators (the identification of conflicting glance targets, missed glances or glance timings that differed by more than 200 ms) were mediated by a third researcher (see Smith et al. (2005) for a discussion of the importance of multiple coders).
Vehicle control metrics
The vehicle control metrics were changes in vehicle speed, standard deviation of speed and steering wheel reversal rates.
2.6.5.1. Vehicle speed. A reduction in mean vehicle speed (forward velocity) has frequently been observed during periods of increased task demand and is often interpreted either as an attempt to increase safety margins or to reduce/ manage the concurrent demands of the primary driving task and a secondary task (Angell et al. 2006) . Speed reduction during secondary tasks tends to be more apparent when the task requires drivers to take their eyes off the forward roadway and/or actively involves taking a hand off the steering wheel, such as occurs when a driver holds a mobile phone to the ear (Brookhuis, de Vries, and de Ward 1991; Engström, Johansson, and Östlund, 2005; Green 1994; Patten et al. 2004) . Nominal increases in mean speed have sometimes been observed during pure auditory-vocal tasks such as conversing on a hands-free phone (Patten et al. 2004 ).
2.6.5.2. Standard deviation of vehicle speed. Variability in speed can be influenced by a range of factors, such as changes in the roadway environment and interactions with other drivers. To the extent that road conditions remain relatively constant, increased variability in speed can be interpreted as a reduction in direct attention to vehicle control and has been used at various times as a measure of control and/or changes in driver workload associated with secondary tasks (Green 1994; Noy 1990; Östlund et al. 2005) .
pronounce an entry the same way multiple times and voice recognition could not interpret or misinterpreted).
Physiological metrics
Physiological metrics have long been used as objective measures of task demand in fields such as aviation (Kramer 1991; Mulder 1992; Roscoe 1992; Veltman and Gaillard 1998; Wilson 2002) and have increasingly been employed in automotive-related research (Brookhuis and de Waard 2001; Collet, Salvia, and Petit-Boulanger 2014; Engström, Johansson, and Östlund 2005; Lenneman and Backs 2010; Mehler, Reimer, and Coughlin 2012; Solovey et al. 2014) . Mehler et al. (2009) explored a range of peripheral physiological measures for differentiating objectively scaled levels of cognitive demand under driving simulation and found heart rate and SCL to be sensitive to task demand and practical to record. The same pattern of response was later observed for these two measures during actual highway driving (Reimer and Mehler 2011) and their sensitivity was further characterised . Heart rate and SCL were thus selected for inclusion in the current study.
The locations of R-wave peaks in the EKG signal were used to determine inter-beat intervals and calculate instantaneous heart rate using software developed at the MIT AgeLab. In line with existing standards (Task Force 1996), automated detection results were visually reviewed and misidentified and irregular intervals manually corrected. Another MIT-developed data processing package removed high-frequency noise in the skin conductance signal, following Reimer and Mehler (2011) , and identified motion artefacts were manually edited.
Visual metrics
The mean duration of individual (single) glances, the percentage of glances per participant greater than 2.0 s and the total time a participant glanced away from the forward road scene during a task were used as the primary glance metrics. These are the metrics specified by NHTSA (2013) in its recommended guidelines for evaluating the visual distraction associated with in-vehicle visual-manual electronic devices. The 'away from the forward road scene' definition means that glances to other driving-relevant locations such as the instrument cluster and the rear and side mirrors are counted as looking away from the forward road scene. Prior to the release of NHTSA's guidelines, a more typical approach to task demand assessment had been to consider only glances to locations functionally relevant to the task under evaluation, such as a display or controls on the instrument cluster (e.g. Driver Focus-Telematics Working Group 2006). Glance behaviour was categorised as part of this study to support both characterisations. While the values obtained with each method differ and are worthy of consideration (e.g. Dopart et al. 2013; , using one or the other did not appreciably change the relative pattern of results in this data set comparing systems and modalities. Given the potential relevance to ongoing guideline development, the metrics recommended by NHTSA are presented.
as more representative of the actual user experience than only considering error-free trials.
An evaluation of mean speed based on vehicle CAN data indicated a significant overall difference in speed between the two vehicles (Volvo M = 107.5 km/h; Chevrolet M = 111.6 km/h; F(1,78) = 5.4, p < 0.023); this difference was apparent even during baseline just driving periods (109.4 and 113.1 km/h, respectively; F(1,78) = 8.9, p = 0.004). However, there was no significant difference in overall speed when considering data from the GPS units installed in each vehicle (Volvo M = 110.2 km/h; Chevrolet M = 108.5 km/h; F(1,78) = 0.53, p = 0.468). This suggests that the CAN values may have systematically underestimated actual vehicle speed in the Volvo and overestimated speed in the Chevrolet. As a result, speed data from the GPS units were normalised as percentage changes relative to baseline driving periods for purposes of comparing the effects of interaction with the embedded systems in each vehicle. For consistency, GPS-based values were used for considering changes in standard deviation of speed as well.
Major steering wheel reversal rates were markedly higher during baseline driving in the Chevrolet (M = 20.39 per minute, SE = 0.9) vs. the Volvo (M = 3.29, SE = 0.2) (F(1,78) = 234.1, p < 0.001). This could reflect basic tuning of the steering, other handling characteristics of the two vehicles and/or differences in the quantification of steering wheel angle on the respective CAN buses. Consequently, comparisons of steering wheel metrics are reported considering per cent changes relative to baseline driving.
Statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core Team 2014) and an alpha level of 0.05 was used for assessing statistical significance. Owing to the non-normal distribution of the data and/or the use of ratio data (percentages) for several dependent measures, in many cases, non-parametric statistics such as the Wilcoxon signed rank test and the Friedman test were used (similar to the t-test and repeated-measures ANOVA, respectively). For multi-factorial analyses, repeated-measures ANOVA by ranks are presented. These tests have been shown to be more robust against Type I error in cases where data are non-normal (Conover and Iman 1981; Friedman 1937) .
There were substantive differences between the contact calling and address entry tasks. For example, independent periods of contact calling with voice commands and manual entry were considered, while address entry was undertaken with voice commands only. Consequently, separate analyses were conducted for the two types of secondary tasks. The design for the contact calling was a mixed design with vehicle and the associated embedded system as a between-subject variable (MyLink or Sensus). There were two within-subject factors, modality (manual entry or voice entry) and task difficulty (easy or hard), resulting in a 2 × 2 × 2 mixed design. The full model was used in the analysis of the self-reported workload and task completion time data where effects for the easy and hard categorisations were of most interest for characterising system implementation differences. Task 2.6.5.3. Steering wheel reversal rates. During normal driving conditions, drivers typically make small steering wheel corrections to adjust vehicle heading for variations in roadway conditions (Liu, Schreiner, and Dingus 1999) . When visual attention is diverted from the roadway ahead, a driver's ability to make modest tracking responses is generally suspended until visual orientation to the roadway is regained. This results in periods of fixed steering wheel angle (Godthelp, Milgram, and Blaauw 1984) and the need to make larger corrections upon return of the eyes to the roadway. Similarly, taking a hand off the steering wheel to operate a secondary control can result in more marked adjustments in steering. Östlund et al. (2004) found that visually demanding secondary tasks often invoke relatively large steering reversals of 2°-6°, findings that were replicated in Engström, Johansson, and Östlund (2005) . It is appropriate to note that it has been argued that steering wheel reversal rate is not a simple function of secondary task demand, but rather involves a complex interaction between primary task demand, secondary task demand(s) and the effort invested in the different tasks. McDonald and Hoffman (1980) suggested that steering frequency measures such as steering wheel reversal rate can reflect control effort and are not just a measure of tracking performance.
For purposes of this evaluation, major steering wheel reversals were considered as a control metric and classified as proposed in the final report of the European Union AIDE project (deliverable D2.2.5, Section 7.12) (Östlund et al. 2005) . This metric captures the number of steering wheel inputs exceeding an angular reversal gap of 3°. The rate of steering wheel reversals per minute was obtained by dividing the raw reversal rate by the task trial duration.
Data reduction and analysis
Subjective workload, behavioural and physiological measures
Baseline driving reference periods consisted of 2 min of just driving prior to a recorded audio message indicating that a new task period was about to start (see Figure 1 ). There were six such baseline periods per participant on the I-495 portion of the drive, and a seventh 2-min reference was recorded on I-93 south on the return to MIT (14 min total). Values for relevant metrics were calculated, and the mean values across the baseline periods were used as an overall baseline/'just driving' reference. As already described, two trials of each type of phone calling and three trials of address entry using an embedded vehicle interface were presented to each participant. Values for each dependent measure were calculated per trial and mean values across trials were used for analytic purposes. All trials with usable data were included regardless of whether user or system errors occurred (see Section 2.7.2 for more detail on error states and how they were handled). Trials with errors were included in the analysis as this was seen were provided to the participant. The intent here was largely to provide the participant with further assistance in learning how to use the system so that they might gain additional familiarity and become more successful on subsequent trials. If a participant had to restart a task more than twice or otherwise failed to progress at a point in the interaction despite support from the research associate, then the research associate guided the participant through terminating the trial and moved on. Failure to progress could be due to either user or system errors. Trials that were terminated or that failed to progress due to either user or system errors were categorised as a failure.
Results
Beyond the 80 participants considered in the age-and gender-balanced analysis sample, there were a number of task relevant exclusions. These included eight individuals who were not taken on-road: two who experienced consistent voice recognition problems with a vehicle voice system (both with the Chevrolet MyLink); two who expressed discomfort with the idea of engaging in one or more of the tasks while driving after being exposed to them during training (both female, 64 years of age); and four who experienced significant difficulty trying to learn tasks in the parking lot (all male, 45-64 years). Of individuals taken on-road, exclusions included one (63-year-old male) who was consistently unable to recall the actions necessary to complete tasks, requiring continuous prompting by the research associate; two (56-and 65-year-old males) for whom the research associate discontinued presentation of one or more task sets due to concerns on the research associate's part regarding the participant's ability to engage in tasks safely while driving. Other non-task-relevant exclusions included three participants who were withdrawn during the drive due to broader safety concerns (one expressed drowsiness while driving, one frequently drifted out of lane and one with other unsafe driving habits) and four cases where weather and/or traffic conditions precluded continuing.
Findings for the analysis sample are presented first for the phone calling tasks followed by results for destination address entry tasks. Each section considers participants' subjective assessment of the workload associated with each task followed by objective data that include task duration, physiological measures, glance behaviour, vehicle control metrics and secondary task errors.
General sensitivity of physiological and driving metrics to secondary task periods
Changes in physiological arousal are characterised for analysis purposes as percentage changes relative to baseline driving to account for the different base values of individual participants. As expected, engaging with the secondary tasks while driving was associated with a higher state of arousal. Relative to baseline driving, there was on average an increase during difficulty was dropped from the model for analysis of physiology, eye glance and driving performance metrics as typical use of the technologies would likely involve a mix of the easy and hard categories of contact calling. The analysis for the address entry task considered only embedded system (MyLink or Sensus) as a between-subject factor. Where applicable, tests comparing differences on selected variables between baseline driving and periods with the phone calling and navigation tasks are presented.
Error analysis and interaction characterisation
A multi-step analysis of participants' interactions with the vehicle systems was carried out. The first analysis considered for each individual task trial whether it was error free or whether a system or user-based error occurred. An example of a user error is a participant speaking an incorrect command during a voice-entry task that resulted in the task moving forward incorrectly or not moving forward at all. An example of a system error is the system misinterpreting a voice command that was in the correct form and understandable to the research associate present in the vehicle or a staff member listening to an audio recording of the interaction. Two members of the research staff independently evaluated each trial for errors (the research associate observing the participant during the drive and a second staff member who reviewed video and audio recordings of the interaction). A third staff member mediated any discrepancies. For the binary classification of whether a user or system error occurred during a trial, it was decided that if a user error and system error occurred in the same trial, the trial would be coded as a user error regardless of the number of each error type in the same trial. Thus, it is likely that the rate of system errors is under-represented in this analysis.
The second error analysis was a more fine grained characterisation of the extent to which participants experienced any difficulty in completing a task. Individual trials were classified as: (1) being completed without error or backtracking, (2) completed with backtracking, (3) completed with one instance of the research associate providing a prompt to assist the participant, (4) completed with more than one prompt from the research associate, or (5) failure to complete the task. The 'backtracking' category covered situations where, for example, the system did not recognise or misinterpreted a street name, but the system dialog asked for confirmation and allowed for another opportunity for entry without exiting and requiring the participant to begin the entire task from the start. In other words, a backtracking classification indicates that the system successfully supported error recovery (arising from either user error or system recognition error). Backtracking could also occur because a participant recognised that they made an error (such as giving a wrong street name) and used an option provided by the system to correct the error. If the research associate judged that a participant was not going to progress through a task on their own, one or more limited prompts
Task completion time
In contrast with self-reported workload, there was no main effect of modality on task completion time (F(1,78) = 1.14, p = 0.288), but there was a significant difference between the systems (F(1,78) = 89.9, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between modality and system (F(1,78) = 37.6, p < 0.001) (see Figure 3 ). On average, participants using MyLink took longer to complete the phone calling task using the manual interface (M = 26.2 s, SE = 1.5) than the voice interface (M = 21.6 s, SE = 1.6). Conversely, participants using Sensus took longer using the voice interface (M = 38.2 s, SE = 1.5) than the manual interface (M = 32.9 s, SE = 2.3).
Significant interactions between modality and difficulty (F(1,78) = 15.71, p < 0.001) and between system and difficulty (F(1,78) = 12.4, p < 0.001) were present (see Table 2 ). Compared with the easy phone calling task, the hard phone calling task took longer to complete when participants used the voice interfaces (easy M = 27.5 s, SE = 1.3; hard M = 32.3 s, SE = 1.7) but took less time when using the manual interfaces (easy M = 30.3 s, SE = 2.0; hard M = 28.8 s, SE = 1.8). The task completion times for the easy phone calling and hard phone calling tasks were similar with MyLink (M = 20.5 s, SE = 1.3 and M = 22.7 s, SE = 1.8, respectively), but the hard phone calling task took 21% longer to complete than the easy phone calling task with Sensus (41.9 and 34.5 s, respectively).
Physiological measures
There were no significant main effects of modality, system or modality by system interaction across the tasks in terms of percentage change in either heart rate or SCL during task periods relative to baseline (all p > 0.05). There was a threeway interaction between modality, system and task difficulty for percentage change in heart rate (F(1,78) = 15.2, p = 0.002). The percentage change in heart rate among participants who used the MyLink voice interface to complete the hard contact calling task (M = 3.75%, SE = 0.8) was greater than that for participants who used the voice interface in Sensus (M = 0.97%, SE = 0.6). The difference in percentage change in heart rate between MyLink and Sensus was not observed for the easy contact calling task using the voice interfaces or the easy or hard contact calling tasks with the manual interfaces.
Glance behaviour
There were significant main effects of modality (F(1,78) = 204.8, p < 0.001) and system F(1,78) = 10.6, p = 0.002), and a significant interaction between modality and system (F(1,78) = 24.5, p < 0.001) for mean single glance duration. Mean single glance duration for off-road glances was shorter when phone calling was performed using a voice interface (M = 0.69 s, SE = 0.02) compared with the manual interface (M = 0.93 s, SE = 0.02) in both vehicles; however, the reduction in single glance duration during voice interaction compared with manual interaction was greater with MyLink than Sensus (see Figure 4) . the phone tasks across modalities and systems in heart rate of 2.2% (SE = 0.8) (W = 2516, p < 0.001) and an increase in SCL of 11.3% (SE = 3.1) (W = 2397, p < 0.001). During the voice command-based destination address entry across both systems, heart rate increased on average 1.5% (SE = 0.5) (W = 2112, p = 0.018) and SCLs increased 7.3% (SE = 2.4) (W = 1956, p = 0.002).
Mean speed decreased significantly across the combined manual and voice-based phone calling tasks periods (M = −2.5%, SE = 1.1; W = 680, p < 0.001) although not during the voice command-based address entry task periods (M = −0.4%, SE = 0.6; W = 1510, p = 0.559). Standard deviation of speed decreased across the manual and voice-based phone calling tasks (M = −37.6%, SE = 5.2; W = 76, p < 0.001) and the voice-based destination entry tasks (M = −19.9%, SE = 5.0; W = 584, p < 0.001). The rate of major steering wheel reversals increased significantly across the combined manual and voice-based phone calling tasks (M = 31.9%, SE = 5.0; W = 2585, p < 0.001) but not during voicebased address entry (M = −0.49%, SE = 4.2; W = 1494, p = 0.547).
Phone contact calling
In considering the phone calling tasks, 'modality' refers to the overt method of interface interaction (manual or voice) and 'difficulty' refers to the easy or hard form of the task. Table 2 provides the means and standard errors of the measures used for analysis of the contact calling tasks presented by modality and embedded system type (Chevrolet MyLink or Volvo Sensus). An expanded set of tables providing details on measures not directly used in the analysis, such as alternate glance metrics, is provided in Tables A1  and A2 in Appendix 1.
Self-reported workload
A full breakdown of means and standard errors for selfreported workload by modality (manual or voice), system (Chevrolet MyLink or Volvo Sensus) and task difficulty (easy vs. hard) are presented in Figure 2 and Table 2 . Self-reported workload for phone calling differed significantly by modality (F(1,76) = 144.1, p < 0.001) and difficulty level (F(1,76) = 32.9, p < 0.001). Mean ratings were higher for manual phone calling (M = 5.3, SE = 0.40) than for voice-based calling (M = 2.1, SE = 0.28). On average, the hard phone calling task had higher workload ratings than the easy phone calling task (easy M = 3.4, SE = 0.33; hard M = 3.9, SE = 0.35). On average, subjective workload ratings were lower with MyLink (M = 3.3, SE = 0.35) compared with the ratings with Sensus (M = 4.0, SE = 0.33); however, this difference only approached statistical significance (F(1,76) = 3.31, p = 0.07). There were no significant interactions between embedded system, modality or task difficulty (p > 0.16).
road time associated with using the voice interface relative to the manual interface was much greater for participants using MyLink than participants using Sensus (Figure 6 ). There was no significant main effect of task difficulty on total eyes-off-road time (F(1,78) = 0.78, p = 0.379).
Vehicle control metrics
As previously noted, on average, participants decreased their speed somewhat during the phone task periods. There was a greater percentage reduction in speed relative to baseline during manual phone calling (M = 3.6%, SE = 1.3) compared with voice phone calling (M = 1.4%, SE = 1.0) (F(1,78) = 10.5, p = 0.002). No significant main effect of system (F(1,78) = 1.65, p = 0.202) or interaction appeared (F(1,78) = 0.22, p = 0.643).
The was no overall main effect of modality on the percentage change in standard deviation of speed (F(1,78) = 2.02, p = 0.159). However, a significant main effect of system (F(1,78) = 12.01, p = 0.001) was present. On average, the reduction in standard deviation of speed during phone calling was greater for participants who used MyLink (M = −45.9%, SE = 4.5) than for those who used Sensus (M = −29.2%, SE = 5.9). In addition, a system by modality interaction was observed (F(1,78) = 21.55, p < 0.001) (see Figure 7) . Detailing the interaction, there were no significant differences in the percentage reduction in standard deviation of speed between manual and voice calling with the Sensus (manual M = −31.8%, SE = 5; voice M = −26.7%, SE = 5.3) or between the two manual interfaces. In contrast, there were on average greater reductions in the standard deviation of speed with MyLink voice (M = −54.3%, SE = 4.0) than the manual (M = −37.5%, SE = 5.0) mode, and the reduction in the MyLink voice calling condition was greater than both Sensus conditions. Overall, using the percentage change from baseline driving metric, the relative increase in major steering wheel reversals was nominally higher during manual calling (M = 35.1%, SE = 6.5) than during voice command-based calling (M = 28.6%, SE = 7.6); however, the difference was not statistically significant (F(1,78) = 2.14, p = 0.148). There was no significant main effect of system on major steering wheel reversal rates (F(1,78) = 0.58, p = 0.45) and no significant interaction between system and modality (F(1,78) = 0.16, p = 0.69).
Destination address entry into a navigation system
Descriptive statistics and analytic results considering the extent to which significant differences appeared between participant groups using the two voice command-based systems to enter destination addresses are presented in Table 3 . An expanded listing including alternate eye glance metrics and absolute values for measures prior to conversion to percentage change scores appear in Table A3 in Appendix 1.
On average, only a small percentage of participants' glances were longer than 2 s (M = 1.4%, SE = 0.3) (see Figure  5 ). Nonetheless, there was a significant main effect of modality (F(1,78) = 39.0, p < 0.001). On average, the percentage of glances that were longer than 2 s for each participant was smaller when using the voice interfaces (M = 0.5%, SE = 0.2) compared with using the manual interfaces (M = 2.9%, SE = 0.5). There was no significant main effect of system type (F(1,78) = 2.1, p = 0.149) or interaction between modality and system (F(1,78) = 0.100, p = 0.768).
For total eyes-off-road time, there were significant main effects of modality (F(1,78) = 266.8, p < 0.001) and system (F(1,78) = 35.3, p < 0.001), and a significant interaction between modality and system (F(1,78) = 30.6, p < 0.001). The mean values for total eyes-off-road time were less when participants completed the phone calling task using the voice interfaces (M = 6.8 s, SE = 0.6) than when using the manual interfaces (M = 15.0 s, SE = 0.7); however, the reduction in total eyes-off- 
Subjective workload
Mean self-reported workload for navigation address entry was nominally higher for the MyLink system (M = 3.59; Figure 2 . mean self-reported workload ratings for all phone tasks by modality (manual or voice) and embedded system type (chevrolet myLink or Volvo sensus) on a 0 (low) to 10 (high) scale. note: Error bars represent ±1 standard error. p < 0.001). On average, participants using MyLink (M = 66.7 s, SE = 2.85) completed the address entry task in less time than participants using Sensus (M = 80.6 s, SE = 1.71).
Task completion time
There was a significant main effect of system on the time it took to complete the navigation address entry task (W = 408, low, and there was no significant main effect of system on the percentage of glances made by a participant that were longer than 2 s (W = 777.5, p = 0.81).
Vehicle control metrics
The main effect of system on the percentage change in mean speed during navigation address entry relative to baseline approached statistical significance (W = 990, p = 0.068). Speed nominally increased among participants who used MyLink (M = 0.6%, SE = 0.62) but decreased for participants who used Sensus (M = −1.0%, SE = 0.55). Participants using MyLink showed a significantly greater reduction in their standard deviation of speed relative to baseline (M = −29.5%, SE = 4.6) than participants using Sensus (M = −10.4%, SE = 5.5) (W = 550, p = 0.016). In terms of the percentage change in major steering wheel reversal rate relative to baseline driving, there was a nominal difference associated with system type during address entry (W = 1003, p = 0.051). The percentage change in major steering wheel reversal rate was 7.34% (SE = 6.1) for participants using MyLink and −8.3% (SE = 6.8) for participants using Sensus.
Errors and interaction characterisation
Errors occurred in 7.3% of the phone calling trials (47 of 640 trials). As can be observed in Table 4 , errors attributable to a system were virtually non-existent for manual contact calling (1 trial) and were present 2% of the time (7 trials) for voice command entry. Considering both modalities together, user errors when attempting to call a contact were more prominent than system errors, occurring in 6.1% of the trials (W = 477.0, p < 0.001). If user and system errors are combined as a measure of usability and the two systems are considered together, no generalised advantage in frequency of trails with error appears by modality (manual: 23 trials; voice: 24 trials). The overall rate of errors for voice command-based entry of a destination address was markedly higher (30.8%) than the rate for voice-based phone calling (7.5%) (see Table 4 ). A significant difference by system was also apparent (W = 1128.5, p = 0.001). An error occurred in more than half of the address entry trials (51%) for MyLink compared with 10.1% for Sensus. Comparing error types, system-based errors represented a larger percentage of the errors for MyLink (38 of 61 trials with errors; 62.3%) than Sensus (5 of 13 trials with errors; 38.5%).
Given the much higher error rates for address entry, Figure 8 provides a characterisation of the relative degree of difficulty participants experienced with each embedded navigation system in each of the three trials. It can be observed that only two outright failures to input the correct address occurred among participants using Sensus vs. 24 failures experienced with MyLink. It can also be seen in Figure 8 that the address for trial 2 was more challenging to enter in both vehicles. Trial 3 consisted of the entry of each driver's own home address. It can be observed that during trial 3, 38 of 40 participants
Physiological measures
While heart rate and SCL were higher during address entry than during baseline driving (see Section 3.1), there was no significant effect of system for the percentage change in heart rate during address entry relative to baseline driving (MyLink M = 1.7%, SE = 0.9; Sensus M = 1.3%, SE = 1.7; W = 801, p = 0.996) or the percentage change in SCL (MyLink M = 11.6%, SE = 3.8; Sensus M = 3.3%, SE = 2.4; W = 811, p = 0.172).
Glance behaviour
Mean single off-road glance duration during navigation address entry was significantly shorter for participants using MyLink (M = 0.74 s, SE = 0.02) compared with participants using Sensus (M = 0.82 s, SE = 0.02) (W = 562, p = 0.022). Similarly, the average total off-road glance time was significantly shorter for participants using MyLink (M = 14.3 s, SE = 1.2) than participants using Sensus (M = 22.6 s, SE = 1.4) (W = 367, p < 0.001). The overall number of long-duration glances was in the latter. This study extends upon this level of detail by characterising the extent to which system implementation differences can impact various variables. Consistent with the hypotheses that stemmed from Reagan and Kidd (2013) , manual phone contact calling took more time than voice contact calling with the MyLink interface, whereas the opposite was true with the Sensus interface. As is evident in the task completion time results, design philosophy and implementation differences in the voice command-based systems can significantly impact objective metrics. Overall, the Sensus approach broke the task into discrete steps; this was most evident in the navigation system, which dealt with city, street name and street number independently. In contrast, MyLink employed an initial 'one-shot' approach in which the full address was presented in a single vocal string. With phone calling, the vocal string could be relatively simple (e.g. 'Call Frank Scott at work' .), and this approach worked well for almost all participants. For address entry, however, results were quite different. When MyLink successfully parsed and decoded a one-shot full address string, the task was completed relatively quickly. However, a trade-off appears in a higher failure rate due to voice recognition errors by the system and user input errors. Only two outright failures in address entry occurred using Sensus, while 24 were recorded for MyLink in the analysis sample.
It is also worth considering the extent to which implementation characteristics outside of the fundamental voice recognition system design and capabilities might play a role in observed recognition errors. As detailed in a companion report (Reimer et al. 2015) , voice recognition tasks in a dash-mounted smartphone also were evaluated in both vehicles. Although the same smartphone was being used, voice recognition errors were found to be higher in the Chevrolet Equinox than in the Volvo XC60. Post hoc sound level readings taken while were able to successfully enter their home address without external support using Sensus, while a more modest 27 of 40 were successful using MyLink.
Discussion
The findings for the embedded phone calling tasks add to previous research indicating that using voice interfaces to interact with an 'infotainment' system can significantly reduce subjective workload and visual demand compared with using a manual interface. With both the Chevrolet MyLink and the Volvo Sensus embedded systems, participants reported significantly lower levels of subjective workload, had shorter mean single off-road glance durations, had fewer off-road glances longer than 2 s, and spent less time looking away from the forward roadway during voice command phone calling compared with manual phone contact calling.
While participants assigned to both vehicles experienced a number of apparent advantages using voice commands relative to manual input for the embedded phone tasks, there are still potential trade-offs to be considered in evaluating net benefits and method of interaction more generally. For example, depending on the nature of the task and the implementation, voice command interactions can take longer than using a manual interface. In an examination of radio tuning , manually pressing a radio preset button took less time than depressing a press-totalk button and then verbally requesting a preset. In contrast, verbally requesting a specific station was faster and resulted in less diversion of the eyes from the roadway than making multiple button presses to change modes and frequency band and then manually rotating a tuning knob. Thus, a traditional manual interface seems to be more advantageous in the first case and the voice command option more advantageous involving measurable time looking off the roadway. Visual engagement associated with a voice-command interface can vary markedly depending on the system design approach and the type of task. Total eyes-off-road time during voice-based phone calling was relatively brief, with a mean of around 3.3 s for MyLink and a notably higher 10.3 s with Sensus. During voice-based address entry, the mean total eyes-off-road time was 14.3 s with MyLink and significantly longer at 22.6 s with Sensus. Relatively long total eyes-off-road times were also observed during address entry in a 2010 Lincoln MKS system which employed a menu-based approach similar to the Sensus ).
Cognitive demands
In addition to the visual demands documented here, the question of the extent to which cognitive demands are an issue in voice command systems remains a valid and challenging question. Reagan and Kidd (2013) specifically note the concern that although voice interfaces reduce visual demand, secondary activities, regardless of input modality, may produce levels of cognitive demand that may reduce road users' safety compared with just driving. Studies have shown that increased cognitive demands result in more constrained visual scanning patterns (Recarte and Nunes 2000; Reimer et al. 2012) , suppression of brain activity in visual processing areas (Just, Keller, and Cynkar 2008) and degradation of vehicle control on the test track (Owens, McLaughlin, and Sudweeks 2011) . Likewise, Lo and Green (2013) observed that voice interfaces have been shown to offer various advantages, but still require cognitive demand, which can interfere with the primary driving task. Strayer et al. (2013) provide a particularly extensive review of reasons why cognitive demands arising from auditory-vocal interactions with technologies could be problematic when driving.
Viewed broadly, the voice tasks studied here did not appear to produce high cognitive workloads compared with other secondary tasks studied previously . Self-reported workload was lower for both voice-based phone calling and destination address entry than what was reported for manual phone calling. Considering physiological arousal as an indicator of workload, increases were present during all voice and manual tasks, but did not differentiate between modalities. Compared with data collected in Mehler et al. (2014) , elevations in heart rate were in the same general range as that induced by the 0-back level of the n-back surrogate working memory task (generally considered a very low cognitive demand task) and skin conductance values were nominally below the 1-back level (generally considered a moderately demanding cognitive task). Thus, while demands with voice interaction were present in the current study, the findings may not warrant the degree of concern raised in recent evaluations of embedded voice systems (e.g. Strayer et al. 2014) , particularly when considering the several the vehicles were travelling at 65 mph found that the Chevrolet had louder ambient noise levels than the Volvo in the 250 Hz (Chevrolet: 65 dBA; Volvo: 62 dBA) and 1000 Hz bands (Chevrolet: 62.6 dBA; Volvo: 60.1 dBA). Thus, one hypothesis to explain some of the variance in voice recognition errors might be the impact of ambient noise levels. This highlights the broader issue of system integration in automotive and other contexts, e.g. considering the optimisation of a voice system in the overall vehicle environment.
Training and mental models
In addition to voice recognition errors, some level of research staff prompting was required in a much higher percentage of cases during address entry while underway with the MyLink system, in spite of the fact that everyone was trained on the interface in the parking lot prior to going on-road. During the third trial, where participants were entering their home address, only one driver using Sensus required prompting to successfully complete the entry. For drivers working with MyLink, 7 needed prompting assistance to successfully complete the task.
It is possible that some of this performance differential may disappear if a user gains additional experience with a system. According to the subjective impressions of the research staff, a significant challenge for participants using the one-shot interface was learning to speak full addresses relatively rapidly and in a continuous stream, i.e. without pauses between a street name and the city name or long enunciation of individual digits of a street number. It appeared that 'trying to help the system' by speaking slowly and with pauses between elements was, in fact, not a good strategy with this system. Designing systems that work with speech spoken in a relatively natural, continuous stream without pauses should ultimately benefit the consumer. However, this exemplifies the challenge of how to communicate functional design characteristics to novice users when they do not have a mental model for system operation or where their existing mental model does not match the implementation. It is likely that a frustrated user may limit, or discontinue altogether, use of a system that proves difficult to use initially. It is also plausible that better understanding of a system's model of operation would lead to more use and increase the potential advantages of using voice-based interfaces over manual interfaces. Further research could assess such a hypothesis in a longitudinal study.
Visual demands of voice interfaces
While the embedded voice command-based interfaces studied here were associated with lower visual demand than the embedded manual interfaces for phone calling, they were still highly multi-modal, including manual interactions and use them. The extent to which other novice users would attempt to actually use the technologies on-road without similar training and context is unknown.
Throughout the research protocol, multiple instructions presented in written form, recorded audio and verbal reinforcement by a research associate emphasised that participants need not engage in a secondary task if they felt unsafe or if they would not typically engage in the tasks during their personal driving. As previously detailed, two older participants expressed reservations during training about engaging with the tasks while driving and did not go on-road; four additional older participants had sufficient difficulty learning the tasks that the research associate declined to proceed to on-road assessment. No participants who went on-road declined to engage with a task. However, one older participant was unable to recall the training sufficiently or deduce operation of most of the tasks while underway. In the case of two other participants, task presentation was discontinued due to a research associate's concern over the participants' ability to engage with the tasks safely while underway. These cases were relatively equally distributed across the two vehicles and not included in the analysis set, but should be kept in mind in terms of broader usability considerations of the self-reported workload data and other variables presented.
While the data presented here show that interaction with voice interfaces can involve substantial visual engagement, a direct connection to driving safety risk is difficult to establish. The type of data presented here is informative concerning the attentional demand characteristics of the interface tasks, rather than necessarily being predictive of risk to drivers who are operating their own vehicles. Additional naturalistic and/ or epidemiological research will be required to evaluate the extent to which interactions with these embedded vehicle systems present any significant elevation in risk.
In the current study, the measures of cognitive demand were not exhaustive, and different measures might provide an alternate perspective. It is also possible that other voice command implementations or interactions with the systems under study (e.g. without awareness of shortcuts) might be associated with greater or lesser overt levels of cognitive or visual demand.
The presentation sequence used for the easy and hard phone tasks could be seen as a methodological limitation. The hard tasks were intentionally presented last to provide participants with maximum exposure to the contact calling interfaces prior to assessing the hard tasks so as to reduce the effect of novelty on the most challenging task. While not considered in detail in the results presented here, several measures suggested that some learning took place over the initial trials of basic phone calling such that, in some instances, a presumed hard task appeared less demanding than the easy task. For example, total task time for manual phone calling in the hard phone task was lower than that observed for the earlier easy trials in the MyLink system. measures that indicate lower demand for the two embedded voice systems tested here relative to their manual counterparts. The present work provides additional evidence in two different vehicle implementations that voice-based interfaces are multi-modal in nature, drawing upon auditory, vocal, visual, manipulative and cognitive resources. At a minimum, the consideration of visual demand, a well-established key correlate to safety, must be taken into account in developing a comprehensive assessment of voice interfaces. It is clear that providing a voice interface does not inherently mean that drivers will or can keep their eyes continuously on the road.
Nevertheless, the data collected in the current study do not exhaustively explore the extent to which drivers might become so absorbed in a secondary task that look-but-donot-see events become an issue or that frustration over problematic voice recognition might divert attention. Welldeveloped work to better understand the extent of these issues is needed. In this context, comprehensive assessment of cognitive absorption in voice-involved interactions should be considered relative to purely visual-manual alternatives in addition to 'just driving' . For example, two simulation studies of smartphone interactions found that drivers took longer to notice a light stimulus and missed more of the stimuli overall when using voice-based entry of a destination address compared with baseline driving (Beckers et al. 2014; Munger et al. 2014) . At the same time, response rates and miss values were significantly lower for the voice-based interactions than for interactions with the visual-manual interface. Thus, while it is important to recognise that voice interfaces are not free of demands on attention, it is also important to better understand the relative risks of different types of interactions while driving and to communicate this understanding to the public.
Limitations
The data presented characterise the behaviour of drivers who were trained on the use of the information systems tested. Compared with actual owners of a vehicle who use such systems regularly, the population of study had limited experience. Furthermore, their interaction with the systems was evaluated at designated points during a structured drive. It is unknown how such an experimental evaluation mirrors the manner in which drivers generally use such systems and the self-regulatory patterns that accompany secondary task engagement. It might reasonably be expected that driver performance and comfort could improve with additional experience and greater self-selection of the points at which they engage with the systems. The extent to which this would impact the relative demand profiles across the interface models and the systems observed here is unknown. On the other hand, compared with other novice users, participants were given an in-depth introduction to the systems, which included guidance on shortcut methods to accomplish the tasks, and participants who were taken on-road practiced with the systems in a parking lot until they indicated they understood how to of the benefits and limitations associated with various interface design approaches and implementations. Future work needs to further investigate how different interface designs manage the transitions between the auditory-vocal and visual-manual subcomponents of a voice-based activity.
Conclusions
The comparison of manual and voice phone calling with the 2013 Chevrolet Equinox MyLink system and the 2013 Volvo XC60 Sensus system indicates that auditory-vocal interfaces can provide drivers with a means to decrease the time that their eyes are drawn away from the forward roadway when engaging in this type of secondary task. As was found in previous on-road research with actual production systems (Chiang, Brooks, and Weir 2005; Mehler et al. 2014; , the embedded voice interfaces studied here significantly reduced mean single glance time, the percentage of long-duration glances (>2 s) and total off-road glance time relative to embedded manual interfaces.
An important extension in the current study compared with prior research is the comparison of the impact of differing system design approaches. As anticipated based on the task analysis of Reagan and Kidd (2013) , the streamlined 'one-shot' approach of MyLink showed a distinct advantage with regard to total task time and several visual demand metrics compared with the layered menu-based approach of Sensus. However, limitations in voice recognition and parsing technology were more apparent with MyLink, where one-shot entry of a full address much more frequently resulted in voice recognition errors by the system, as well as more user input errors and difficulty using the system without assistance. These errors may result in increased workload from frustration associated with repeated engagement or cessation of an engagement in favour of an alternative approach such as visual-manual interaction and use of a smartphone. Similarly, the recent report by Strayer et al. (2014) suggests that significant differences in voice system demand can be observed across vehicles, while and Munger et al. (2014) showed in an embedded vehicle system and smartphone that differences in demand can occur based upon system settings.
Taken as a whole, these findings suggest both support for and caution in the development of auditory-vocal interfaces for use by drivers. While a properly designed and used interface can significantly reduce eyes-off-road time, neither of the interfaces studied here eliminated visual demand. Further, overall task duration and visual engagement were quite extensive in the case of destination address entry when compared with the traditional reference of manual radio tuning (NHTSA 2013) . The complex relationship between the observed levels of visual engagement and the time involved with voice-based interactions requires further study. It is unclear to what extent risk-based guidance developed for visual demand during manual interactions is directly applicable to voice-based interfaces. This study and previous work (e.g. Mehler et al. 2014; suggest that the voice interfaces of current embedded systems are highly multi-modal and the full range of potential demands (auditory, vocal, visual, manipulative, cognitive, tactile, etc.) need to be taken into account. Clearly, evaluations that ignore the complex intertwining of resource demands placed upon the driver paint an incomplete picture Appendix Table A1 . means (and standard errors) by phone calling task and embedded vehicle system (chevrolet myLink or Volvo sensus). sD = standard deviation; kph = km/hr. Table A2 . summary of AnoVA by ranks on the phone tasks for variables of vehicle, modality, and vehicle × modality. sD = standard deviation; kph = km/hr.
Variable Modality System Modality × system self-reported workload *** ns ns Task completion time ns *** *** % change in heart rate ns ns + % change in scL + ns ns mean off-road glance duration *** ** *** mean glance to device duration *** *** *** % of off-road glances > 2.0 s *** ns ns % of glances to device > 2.0 s *** ns ns Total off-road glance time *** *** *** Total glance to device time *** *** *** number of off-road glances *** *** *** number of glances to device *** *** *** speed (cAn) ** *** ns speed (gPs) ** ns ns % change in speed (cAn) ** ns ns %change in speed (gPs) ** ns ns sD of speed (gPs) * ** *** % change in sD of speed (gPs) * *** *** major wheel reversals per minute ns *** ns % change in major wheel reversals ns ns ns Notes: + = borderline effect (p < 0.10); NS = not significant. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. Change scores represent the per cent (%) change from baseline just driving. Where presented, per cent change values are likely to provide a more accurate representation of relative change for a particular variable as discussed in the body of the paper. * p < 0.05.
